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● Mixed effect vs. marginal models (GEE)
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Longitudinal Data
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● In longitudinal study, 
○ the variable of interests (i.e., outcome variable) are 

continuously measured repeatedly over a period of 
time. 

○ Also known as panel data.
● We will cover very basic ideas without math.
● Vast topic. Would recommend taking courses if 

interested in this topic:
○ SPPH 501 Analysis of Longitudinal Data from Epidemiological Studies



Example study: ‘Beat the Blues’
Clinical trial of an interactive multimedia program.

Data (100 subjects) from
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Example study: ‘Beat the Blues’
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Wide-form data

● Drug (D): Anti-depressant drugs 
(No/Yes).

● Length (L): length of the current 
episode of depression (<6m / >6m)

● Treatment (A): Exposure group
○ TAU (treatment as usual) and 

BtheB (Beat the Blues)
● Bdi.pre (B): Beck Depression Inventory 

II before treatment.
● Outcome (Y): Bdi.2m, bdi.3m, bdi.5m, 

bdi.8m: Beck Depression Inventory II 
after 2/3/5/8 months follow-up.

● Times (T): month of 
follow-up (2/3/5/8 ).



Example study: ‘Beat the Blues’
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Step 1 of analysis: Wide to Long
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Reshape data to convert 
outcome into 1 column

for feeding into software

Total 100 
subjects

Long-form data



Example study: ‘Beat the Blues’
Closer inspection of data:

● Data from subject 99
● Data from subject 2

4 rows per person!
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Data analysis - 1
Regular model fixed intercept and slope

Y ~ (common alpha) + (common beta) . X + error term

Where Y = outcome, X = covariate matrix (includes exposure)

Every subject has a common slope (beta) and common 
intercept (alpha).
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Data analysis - 1
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug +length + error 

term

Use lm function
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Data analysis - 1
 In repeated measurement design, outcome measurements 
are taken repeatedly from each individual. Therefore, for 
each individual, the measurements are correlated.

Impact on beta or SE or none?
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Random intercept but fixed slope

Y ~ (common alpha) + (alpha for subject i) + 

(common beta) . X + error term

= Y ~ (‘common alpha’ + ‘alpha for subject i’) + 

(‘common beta’) . X + error term

Each subject (source of repeated measurements) has an 
individual intercept (alpha for i) and common slope (beta).

Data analysis - I1
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Data analysis - I1
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (1 | subject) + error term
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The interpretation 
of estimated 
coefficients will be 
similar to regular 
linear model.



Data analysis - I1
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (1 | subject) + error term
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AIC, BIC, and -loglik etc are 
goodness-of-fit statistics, which tells 
you how will the model fits your
data.



Data analysis - I1
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (1 | subject) + error term
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Std.Dev is SD not SE, thus it is not to 
estimated uncertainty of the 
estimate. It provides SD across the 
subjects’ mean BDI.
No coefficients for random effects.



Random intercept but fixed slope

Data analysis - I1
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Data analysis - I1I
Random slope and random intercept

Y ~ (common alpha) + (alpha for subject i) + 

(common beta) . X + (beta for time j) . X + error term

= Y ~ (‘common alpha’ + ‘alpha for subject i’) + 

(‘common beta’ + ‘beta for time j’) . X + error term

Each subject has an individual intercept and different 
effects of time on outcome [slope]. 18



Data analysis - I1I
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (time | subject)
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The interpretation 
of estimated 
coefficients will be 
similar to regular 
linear model.



Data analysis - I1I
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (time | subject)
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AIC, BIC, and -loglik etc are 
goodness-of-fit statistics, which 
tells you how will the model fits 
your data.



Data analysis - I1I
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (time | subject)
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SD across the subjects’ mean BDI.
SD across the times’ mean BDI.

No coefficients for random effects.



Data analysis - I1I
bdi ~ bdi.pre + time + treatment + drug + length

+ (time | subject)
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ICC: “It describes how strongly 
units in the same group resemble 
each other”.

3 groups had all missing Y and got 
excluded from analysis.



Random slope and random intercept

Data analysis - I1
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Which is better model?
ANOVA: likelihood ratio test as well as AIC/BIC

The non-significant p-value shows that the second model (random slope + 
random intercept) is not statistically different from the first model (random 
intercept).

Which model is preferable via Anova? 24



Assumptions
● Normality for error term + beta for subject i
● Predicted values can be used to examine the 

assumptions we have for linear mixed effect model.
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Alternative model: Marginal model
● Mixed effect model is conditional on random effects.
● Alternative is marginal model (population-averaged).

○ Basic idea is treating data as cross-sectional, but 
incorporate correlation structure.
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Alternative model: Marginal model
● Repeated measurement and longitudinal data has 

responses taken at different time points. 
● We could simply review them as many series of 

cross-sectional data. 
● Each sectional data can be analyzed using GLM. 
● Only change will be that a correlation structure will be 

assumed to connect different “cross-sections”.
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Correlation structure
An identity matrix
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 Unstructured 
correlation matrix

Autoregressive 
correlation matrix

An exchangeable 
correlation matrix



GEE
● Generalized estimating equation or GEE is a marginal 

model. 
● The estimated regression coefficients are marginal (or 

population-averaged) effects, 
● The interpretation are at population-level. 
● Inference on any specific individual or cluster is not 

feasible from a GEE.
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GEE
bdi ~ bdi.pre + treatment + length + drug

● Cluster = subject 
● Outcome follows Gaussian/Normal 
● Correlation structure = "exchangeable"
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GEE
exchangeable
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Independence (as 
if independent)



GEE
exchangeable
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Mixed model results 
different?

Interpretation is 
different (cond. vs marg.)



Thanks!
ehsan.karim@ubc.ca
www.ehsankarim.com
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